
LENTwo*?t" ro,t
by B.J.N Edwards

Introduction

Those of us who are lucky enough to spend part of our lives
following 9p _the implications of infoimation provided by
archaeological investigations have a tf,ndency tb report the
results as "research", as though its course was pre-ordained
and inwitable, Ig practice, we all know that serehdipity plays
no small part in the process, and it is interesting sornetim-es to
look back and acknowledge the fact.

If what was said in the last paragraph is nearly always true, it
was true a fortiori in the investigation to be r-eported here. I
was introduced to the building, the proper title of which is at
tle head.ofthis paper, as a result ofthe iesearches of Dr.Mary
$gham into another subject entirely. She and her husband, in
the course of fieldwork, had seen the building and surmised,
quite rightly, that it had features which woulil interest me. I
went through the usual processes in such cases, discovering
the owner and obtaining permission, and went to see the
building. At this point I would like to stress that the building is
on .private ground and that the fishing rights of the river by
ryhich it stands are properly guarded. Nb one, therefore, should
feel that any interest which the remainder of this article may
arouse justifies them in trespass.

When I had ascertained that the building had features of
considerable interest, I began to try to trace fts story beginning
with maps. This showed me thaf it was marked on relativef
1e9-ent Ilaps as Caw Mill. (see Fig. 1). This rang no particular
!_elf9 w1q! me, !r1 I did notice the mill's proximity to Lentworth
Hall. This building did, in contrast, ring a bell, because I had
recently completed some work on the almshouses which were
erected by Sir Nicholas Shireburn on Kemple End, near
Stonyhurst, in the early years of the eighteenth century and

were re-erected in Hurst Green just after the Second World
War. LentworthHall and its estate formed one oftwo principal
endowments for those almshouses, the other being Countess

Fi;y 
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The importance of that lay in the fact that the Shireburn(e)
family muniments had in lirge meallre survived and were in
iil;'.t brilding where I wJrked. They were not catalogued

--t-a ^ ---:^r- r^^1- ^L^..,^l .^*-in detail, but thiy were sorted. A quick look showed some

boxes ta'Uelled 'Over Wvresd ile', and one of these containedboxes labelled ' Wyresd ile', and one
deeds relating to Lentworth. This suggested the com.paratively
rare nossibiliiv of relatine a surviving industrial building andrare possibillty of relating a surviving industrial
*r,rviins documents. and iustified what turnedr"*f"i"g documents, and' justified what lurne{ outjo be the

expendiiure of considerable time and, ultimately,:tr"f The
."id"r', agreement or otherwise with that justification will
depend on his assessment of what follows.

The Documents and their Story

by the family concerned, but
occurrence as mortgage take
Lentworth, but here we have
Gasings. There are in all abouJ forty docum-ents relating to the
ShireS'urne family's Over Wyresdale hold-ings' most apqut

Lentworth, and they cover the seventeenth century and the

first half of the eighteenth ce

on.

Before we follow what both sets of documents tell us, let us

ionsider the b-aqkground in Over Wyresdale, and the nature of
its settlement8s. 

-The laffer would-immediately be described

as 'dispersed', and the explanatio-n lies in the fact that Over
*yresiale wai Royal Foreit. Wthin it in the medieval period
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ln1297,half of the Wyresdale vaccaries were occupied by the
cattle ofthe Earl of Lancaster. Presumably the remainder were
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at 400, 500, 1000, and 1500 feet. The arc is at three uiles fron Lentworth
ilit1.

the same time, the Dalton family acquired Aldcliffe Hall, another
Tunstall property.

Next we must take into account the events of 1604 and 1605.
First Ch
in Wyre
1605, h
Ashton.
sale of Lentworth must be dealt with first.

It is the first transaction relating to Lentworth of which the
documents survive in the Shireburne collection, and a peculiar
one it is. It is recorded in not one, but three documents,

1605.
st', ttA

I three
two in

English, at a time when the forms of
conveya id, great carewas beingtaken
to make

either did not know or did not care.

That Carus was likely to be sympathetic is so much the case

that one even wondeis that hewould have been acceptable as

a trustee. He was the brother of Thomas Carus of The Park,

Quernmore, noted on Burghley's map, and almost certainly a
recusant himself being present at a meeting of recusant
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He went on to :?y that h-edid not know by what licence Tunstall
erectect the mlll or what..rent he paid. He then passed to acomplaint_that Tunstall .,or otheis by hi, afpoyil;;;l J""yearelye fell and cu.tt downe great6 store bf woodr;, To.
maintenance ofthe mi^lr dam. Thi's, he said, was d.i.io'"ntuiio

browse", and detrimental ilso to
the royal deer in the forest, leadimg to "wante of coverte and

r Her Majesty's tenants who
"wante of coverte and

r in tyme to come 
"u" 

r,"*6 *6"a, 
""dju*u.,repayre thier severall howses unto which

are bounde by force and vertue oftheir severall

ig_ginge and gettinge
Tunstall's evidence

eement with parkinson allowed
ure free to the quantWye of a
, but Thomas parkinson said

within the sayd forreste of
anye sorte to grynde their...

we erected mylne but are and
to bringe thier corne to bee
mylnes best please and lvke

fynde themsefues best usdd".

mill,, later. rn to the question of "suit of

Having disposed of his v
mill had never been built,
the alleged assault. This ii

ph_oto-graph legibly. ..This
n [his] grownds neare to the

his workemenl then working
standinge by them this defenl
upon or aboute him but a (?-)
or thereabouts this defendant'
p:111_yl..""pon afterwards.the sayd Francis Tunstall dyd
IyKewyse come to and stande by the sayd workemen and aftersome speeches passed betweene the'sayd frunris;;lh*

86
87

defendant dyd vyolently with a staffe which he then had in his
hande strycke at this defendant and dyd gyve to this defendant
(-) blowes upon sundry parts of his bodye insomuche as the
sayd Francis Tunstall not ceasinge his outrageous behaviors
untill some of his workemen or sevants dyd come to him and
dyd hold him from further feightinge at that tyme and thereupon
this defendant in peascable manner as aforesayed departed and
went awaye from the sayed Francis Thustall".

The mill had clearly not got off to an auspicious start. That
evidence was heard on 2 February,760112. When Lentworth
Hall was sold by the Earl of Devon in 1605, the mill was
specifically excluded from the sale as it had been when the Earl
purchased Lentworth from James I.

Nothing appears to have occurred to LentworthHall itselfwhich
would generate a document between the 1605 sale and the
mortgages of 1677 or thereabouts. This means that we do not
know at which point the mill becomes part of the estate. We
have seen that it was mentioned in 1605, specifically to be
excluded from the sale, and remained therefore in the hands of
the King. He, however, in 1609 sold some 400 mills to a pair
of speculators called Ferrers and Phillips. They doubtless sold
them on as quickly as might be, and we might perhaps have
expected to find a document recording such a sale among the
Lentworth documents. It is not there, however, and we can
only note that by the time legal incidents again affected the
estate, the mill was indeed part of it.

In 1605, the mill was in the "tenor of Glbert Southworth,
Richard Urmstone and John Southworth". Who else worked
the mill we do not know. However, in the years intervening
between its first mention in a conveyance and the next, in a
mortgage, two things did occur which had their effect on the
mill. Firstly,in 1623 Thomas Sherborne obtained a licence to
erect a corn mill in the vaccary of which he leased a moiety -
"dunnshawe alias dunkenshawe". The mill was to be built at
Sherborne's own charge, and he was to pay the King a yearly
rent of l3s 4d. Part of Sherborn's petition for the licence is
recited in the document itself, this "shewing that there is but



gentlemen held in Wyresdale Forest in 7625 which was reported
to the Privy C.9u1cjl Of Ashton's sympathies I know n<ithing.
He was described in the 1605 deeds as "of Mawdesley".

squadron against the Armada, 1588; Captain of Portsmouth
from I 594; Knight of the Garter and Ecclesiastical
Commissioner of Ireland and Earl of Devon, 1603; maniage
(illegal, but they already had five children and a sixth on tfie
way!) 1605, died, 1606.

Shireburne in 1685. Details of the Clayton family are hard to
come hv hrrt the sussested timetable fits with what we knowcome by, but the suggested timetable fits
of T.entworth and with the rather sparse dof Lentworth and with the rather details included in the
pedipedrglee regtsterecl by I nomas ulayton
bugdale's visitation of Lancashire in 1664

and wrtn tne ratner sparse oetalls lncluul
istered by Thomas Clayton^Ill at Sir Willi
;itation of Lancashire in 1664Yr.

ir William

in the time of ElizabethWyresdale Forest was treated,as pqrt
ofthe Duchy oflancaster lnd legal transactio-ns took place by
the fictional-attachment of properties to a "real" manor such as

that of Enfield in Middlesex.

someform oflicence
nt has not yet been
en it was first erected
of the Duchy which

The case which led to the giving of the evidence quoted above

is of some interest. The evidence itself is that of one Thomas
Parkinson, of Swainshead, and he was a defendant in an action
with Francis Tunstall. The nub of the matter was an alleged

assault by Parkinson on Tunstall, but Parkinson used his
evidence io air a number of grievances about the recently
erected mill which are enlightening.

an agreement.
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attended court again,

one mill within the whole Forest of Wersdale unto which noe

The issue of this licenc
evidently aroused Th
Lentworth, to action.
document among the
Decree for Lentworth Mlne" and is a resume ofthe proceedings
in a Duchy of Lancaster court in 1626. The document itself-is
dated 17 June, 1670, andwe do not
from the records ofthe court at th
other threat to the monopoly o
Wyresdale had arisen. Whatever the reason, it must have been

he parties were, as we
and Thomas Shirburne
May,1626, the plaintiff
dant defaulted. Further

time was allowed, blt 2O shillings was ordered to be paid by

Lentworth Mill. This was a clever move. The court was not
seen to be heavyhandedly ordering the pulling down of a newly
erected building; nevertheless, it was ensuring that it could not
work. A Commission was appointed to decide whose dwellings
fell within the stated distanCe. Fourteen days' notice of the
arrival of the commission was to be given and a further 15

shillings to be paid by the defendant to the plaintiff out of a
bond deposited with the court. The defendant's contempt was
then purged.

The members of the Commission were: Roger Kenyon, Robert
Taylor, JohnLeckonby and Edward Jervis. RogerKenyon, of
Paikhead in Whalley, was a member of the family who later
held an almost hereditary Clerkship ofthePeace forLancashire.
Of the remaining members, Taylor's name is too common to
enable a safe identification to be made. Jervis and Leckonby
are less common names, and we canhazard a guess that they
were fairly local, on the basis that there was a Jervis family in
Garstang-at about this date and that the name Leckonby occurs
in Woodplumpton also about the right time.

The final report of the Commission was signed by Kenyon and
Taylor. These two, together with Jervis, 

Tr"jfll["r#:S11
The Court ordered
n 8 February 16261

7. It made the following points:

(i) The dwellings of all the inhabitants ofeleven named vaccaries

ii.e.-all excepiTarnbrook, Marshaw and Glberton - see Fig.
2.192, together with those of four named inhabitants of
Marshaw fell within the stated distance.
(ii) Dunnockshaw Mill was 2.25 miles and 57 perches each of
5. 5 yards from Lentworth Mll (i.e. 427 3 .5 yards).
(iii) The addition of another furlong to the "exclusion' distance
of-three miles would encompass the dwellings of all the
inhabitants of the Forest.
(iv) "because some controversie did arise between the plaintiff
and the defendant what a statute mile was" they reported it as

eight furlongs each or forty perches each of 5.5. yards "which

the defendant to the plaintiff. Two days later the plaintiff
attended court again. but the defendant sent onlv a-writtenonly a written
answer- The Court ordered the mill at Dunnockshaw to be

Dunnockshaw Mill could remain standing, but it was not to
grind the corn of anyone living within three statute miles of
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we take to be thlundoubted statute mile in England".

At the final hearin g on 22 February 762617 , the Court ordered
as follows:

(i) Dunnockshaw Mll was not to grind corn ofinhabitants within
three miles of Lentworth Mll.
(ii) All such inhabitants to grind all their corn at Lentworth
Mill except;
(iii) That_ifit could not be ground within 24 hours ofbeing left
at fit and reasonable hours (Sunday not to count) they could
take it elsewhere.
(iv) They were not to "come i
by practice purposely to o
which suggests the court h
this kind of problem and the
circumvent the sense of its judgements.

Thus Lentworth Mill was provided
existence of which had been carefully
in the I 60 I assault case and in the 162
The privilege was still being written into leases as late as 1746.

Documentarily the mill then largely disappears from view. We
can deduce odd items of facl about it-in the seventeenth,
eighteenth 3nd nineteenth centuries, but nothing like a
continuous history can be written. Lentworth doEuments
mentioning the mill tell us that betweenl6TT and 16g5 the mill
ygs.a fu_ling mill. From 168l onwards the presence of a..kill"
({ryyg kiln)-is meationed, and, as already bbserved, down to
1746 "suit of mill" is specifically mentioned in leasei.

The documents available in the Shireburne archive take us down
tol
kiln
toa
the
passed to the Dowager Duchess of Norfolk. Her Grace's
steward had a habit of noting conditions for the renewal of a
lease on the reverse ofthe lapsed lease. One such reads "to get

of Francis Hodgson and
of 1759 and relating to
duty of rePairs including
fenders sluices & banks

It is interesting to note rs mg that among tne nems or'It rs rnterestlng to note rs passmg tnat among Ige rlems_,or

expenditure redorded by the Bursars ofWhalley eQP"y inllZ}
.rro'o fhe errm nf 19s Ri "Pro cilicio ad usterinum"- for a hairwas the sum of l9s 8d "Pro cilicio ad usterinum",
^t^+l r^- +L^ Lil-93

Seizin of the within mentioned...premises was taken.'.by

cloth for the kiln

entering into the Capital Messuage called Lentworth Hall. - and
takins i niece of Plaister from ve Wall and bv enterinq into ataking i piece of Plaister fr_om Ye by entering into a

l aoiece ofsroundClose" Ciltea the Little Cliffe, arid Cutting up a piece ofground

thatched.

One further historical note must be mentioned and a minor
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occurs the following: "Caw Mill wear is to be made up again
this summer wood b."i"g now felling for that purpose. Toseph
Whiteside joining with Tomlinson at the mill & C for the time
to come". The implication of this note may well be that the
mill, bynow apparently disassociated fromlentworth, had been
out s idea is perhaps supported by
the Timothy-Cragg. Tlie date ii
Oct te "CawMill"assures us which
mill e l0th most ofthe Cogs in the
Cogwheel broke. From the[n] to the 2gthtwo and sometimes
three millwrights were employed
other machinery in the Mill at 5l-
each. On theZgththey started the
to do very well."

It seems a reasonable probability that the mill had been out of
use for some time and was restarted by the rebuilding of_t_he
weir in May. Thereafter the cog-wheel6.e. the pit-wE'eel95 -
see later for details of the machinery) survived-use with the
low levels of water in the summer but succumbed to an autumn
spate in October.

The mystery referred to is again not directly concerned with
the mill, but it seems ygrthy of airing here-in the possibility
that a reader mgy b9 able to explain it. It has already been
mentioned that the mill appears-on the earliest Ordnance Survey
map - the six inch to a mile of 1844 - as Caw Mill. The area

of the mill carries the legend
covering a slightly wider area,
ch plan of 1890.

The Physical Remains

It must be stressed that one ofthe chief interest of Lentworth
Mill lies in the possibility of associating structure and
documents,_but it-should also be made clear that the building
alone would be of considerable interest.

What remains today is a long narrow building, 7l feet x 19
feet (22 metres x 6 metres) with its long axis at right angles to

to the functioning of the mill.

The building has obviously
the course ofits existence, b
defined by Davies-Shiel as a
bank barns so common in

storey at the rear.

The bank mill must be one of the
the direct access to its upper floor
most of the complex hoist machin
We will return to the question ofthe mill's machinery and ofits
water-suDplv shortlv but we must first describe the features ofwater-supply shortly, describe the features of
the building and consider its modifications.

ion slits which must relate to
the use at some recent date of the upper part of the building as

a shippon. These air slits consist mainly of a narrow gap in the
wall with a horizontal lintel.

Turning the corner to the east side, we encounter immediately
a doorway. The right jamb ofthis doorway is partially formed
by the ends of the quoins ofthe building, and there is a rebate
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or moulding cut into these stones and those which intersperse
them. The left jamb, by contrast, has no architectural features
at all, and, givenlthe presence of a wooden lintel in which the
present door and'doorway are not quite central, it seems likely
that the doorway has been widened on its left side. There are
no air slits in this wall, but some 2O feet (6 m.) along is a square
opening with its sill 3 feet 6 inches (l m.) from ground level.
The opening is just over 2 feet (60 cm.) square, and is defined
by two vertical stones which rest on the sill and on which the
lintel rests. The right vertical has two hinge pintles ofiron, and
the left vertical traces of a fastrning, as if for an external shutter.

In approximately the centre of the east wall occurs one of the
oddest architectural features of the building as it now stands.
This consists oftwo wide openings reaching from ground level
to eaves. They are separated by what is in fact the east end of
the wall which internally divides the building into two parts.
Both openings have quoin stones, to the north of the north
opening and to the south ofthe south one, and both show

of stages,largely
Each opening is

den lintels which
are just below the eaves and rest centrally on the dividing wall.
On one of the stones of the dividing wall are two inscriptions
reading 'IF 1725' and 'A R 1750'. There is no reason to

type are fairly common on various elements of mills, and may
be semi-official, marking, as Miss Garnett suggests, such an
event as the completion of apprenticeship.

ffiD

TT

ll(o
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Five feet (1.50 m.) further south is the opening through which
the mill wheel (of which more later) can be seen.'{
On the south gable th At ground level
1.d9onryay, 4 feet (1. inches (1.55.m.)
high, with a massive ss to the water-
wheel, while above was a third stone-mullioned window. To
tts right occurs a similar-sized opening with a wooden lintel;
both are blocked with stone.

Centrally in this wall is a small outshut some 8 feet (2.5.m.)
square externally. This has one air slit in each of its north and
south walls, and much of the face of its west wall has fallen
away. To the left is the shippon wall balancing that described
on the east face. This wall has four slits evenly spaced from
the right and a single square opening like that on the east, but
without evidence of fittings, to the left.

mill with water before finally turning to the date(s) of the
surviving remains and their significance in a wider context'

The Machinery

the mill's machinery are four in
us to reconstruct the waY in which
(i) the water wheel (ii) The wheel

shaft (iii) The pit wheel (iv) the bridge tree.

Before we describe these elements in detail we must look briefly
at the development of apparatus forturning grd.n into flour or
meal. The earliest ofth6de depended on an oscillatory motion,
and is known to us generall

form of a conical lower stone
stone rotates, with the whole powered, usually, by a donkey'

ihe r"mains of this type of milican still be seen at many sites in

the Mediterranean region, including Pompeii.

Two other forms of power were then applied to milling, and

this is not the place t6 consider the chronology ofthe process.

One of these is wind, and does not concern us further' The
second is water, falling from one level to a lower level. In the
simolest application of water
horizontaf iryheel set at the b
shaft passes through a fixed grin-
end with a stonJ which revolves with it- Together with

ofgrain and others to
the vertical or Norse
at Dounby in Orkney.

Here, obviously, th the same as

ihit otttre rotating though not
neiessarily chrono'i s the driving
oiu 

".rti6at 
water Since it is

necessary to turn the motion lhro.ush 90 degrees in order to
drive th6 stones, the possibility is-created of a speed ratio

Intemally, the upper part ofthe building has evidence of its use
as a shippon. Centrally in its south wall is a sap throueh whichas a shippon. Centrally in its south wall is a gap through which
the lower part of the building can be seen, wifh its floor some
5 feet 6 inches (l .65.m.) below. That lower portion is bounded

its floor some
1 .65.m.) below. That lower portion is bounded

on the south by a wall which cuts off the water wheel and

We must now consider in detail the surviving evidence of the
mill's machinery which will lead us to try to reconstruct what
we can of the original appearance of this much-modified
building. We can look at the arrangements for supplying the
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primitive feature to find in a mill we know to have worked into
the nineteenth century.

wheel.

pinion which it carried to engage
this is entirely understandable since
peared - a slightly surprisingfact in
vertical shaft, however, revolved in

an iron bearing fitted to the upper surface of a horizontal baulk
of timber, and these are still present.
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tenons wlich pass through slots in vertical timber posts. As
far as. can be_told, the preiise location of the bridge iree could
have been effected only by the use of wedges.

Vertically above
(very decayed) t
stones hadbeen.
which ensured
Shaped rather like one segmeni, or felloe, of a wheel, it is
wedge-shaped in the transverse section.

There remain one ortwo loose ends to be dealtwith. First, the
drying kiln. In bank mills of the type to which Lentworth
belong-ed, th9 dryrng kiln was often af the upper end with direct
ground-level access to the drying floor, and iccess to the firing
hole of the kiln from the lowbr (mill) end. Agood example oT
such a mill was examined a few yeats ago intumbria. here,
the general ,arrangements weie very-similar to those at
Lentworth, though there were two paiis of stones, the water
wheel was external and the kiln flooi had never developed to
the stage of having tiles. There existed only transverse stone
bars, on which, presumably, a horse-hair cloth had been used.

Interestingly, this mill was part of a small complex ofbuildings,
of which one was certainly the miller's house'and another was
interpreted a; qstable, There may well have been other buildings
at Lentworth for which no evid-ence is now visible.

The Lentworth kiln certainly did have a tile floor, ifthe evidence
of finds is to be believed. Firstly, among the jtones blocking
one of the large openings on th-e east fice of the mill was a
liagment of a kiln-tile, of the most primitive, and therefore,
presumably, the earliest type. Secondiy, fragments of a number
of others were recoveredln the cours.-e of ilearing the area of
the pit-wheel. It should perhaps be explained that n-o excavation
was carried out in the course of the^survey of the mill, but a
clearance operation,was done within the miil ur.u p.op"i. This
was because everything there was obscured by a deep layer of
decayed hay, the 'xcavation' of which, indoors and in *a.*
weather, is not to be recommended.

These finds o ronglY that the kiln
had a longer documents. Little
work has bee rying kilns and still
less on the til the later examPles.

in plain red tile fabr tiles for which
they are sometimes mixed red and
yeliow and fireclay es with glazed
iurfaces. The Lent les of so many
of the possible types listed above that the kiln which they
furnish6d must have been in use for much longer than the few
years attested documentarilY.

the lower largeblocked ines in the east wall alone showedthe lower largeblocked operungs m the east wall alone snowed
that the ground level hadbeen altered towards the loruer p.art

ofthe buildine, there was also visible in the lower, mill, sectionofthe building, there was also visible in the lowe-r, mill, section
another blocFed openins. this time almost at floor level andanother blocked operung, tlus ttme almost at iloor level anc
having chamfered uprigf,ts with roll and ogee stops of a type
more often seen in timber.

The Water Supply

There are many ways in which a supply of water can be
controlled and inodified to suit the requirements of a water
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some detail by Tann in a paper
icular, she prbvided schemitic

been geographical than othe
Lentworth fits Tann's type '
"leated", i.e. their water is led
channel. Inthe sub-type "b" th
astride the leat. In both cases, a channel with some form of
sluice control leads from the leat back to the main stream before
the water reaches the mill, to enable water to be diverted from

e.g. for
and it is
that the

I above any nonnal water level
in the Wyre. It may well be that this would have been the case

Tlyway, but in this.particular example the building of the
Abbeystead Reservoir must have had 

-a 
considerable Jffect on

water levels in the river.

d
d
a

It is also noticeable that the s
though the presence ofone is
of Ortner and by other map e
to suggest that the mill was

Conclusions

Oglgjte its.monopo.ly the people
of Wyresdale in the centuri'es,
Lentworth must always have b n a remote
area.- The.corn ground is likely always to have been oats, and
clearlytechnological innovationpassed it by. Itwas not noiiced

by Wlliam Yateswhen he pro
niap of Lancashire in 1786.
when he surveyed the mills
And no one really noticed
somewhere in the second half o
Grade II listed building under the name of Caw Mill. The entry
describes the blocked stone-mullioned window in the south
wall as of eighteenth century type and by implication dates the
others to th; same centurv.- Ifs remains have slowly decayed,- 

modified for other transitory
it will become a stone heaP,
d stonework ceases because

the stage where anY attemPt to
or justi-fied. At leait their presence has been noted and recorded,

an-d their connection witli a set of documents noted- It is to be

hoped that this brief exposition ofthe evidence will be thought
ofiome value by those who read it.
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most imp6rtantly, listened endlesily to me oT the subject of
mills in seneral-and Lentwo lh Mill in particular and onlymills in general-and Lentwo lh Mill in particular and only
occasionilly and gently restored my sense of proportion-

(Notes are on pp 114-116)
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Bellis R. Roman Roads in Lancashire Contrebis, Vol 2 No L 1974
page 33 To 37.

83. pottr, Prof. W.T.W, and Hudson, P.J. The Roman Road in Caton and
Quernmore. Contrebis Yol.2O. 1994.

84. tn" work on the Shireburn Almshouses, although complete, has not
yet been published.

85. Ou", VrJnesdale is dealt with in Mctoria History of the Countv of
Lancaster. VoI.VIII (19 l4), pp. 7 6-79.

86. Th" ro"""ary lists are in Lancashire Inquests. Extents and Feudal Aids.
Part II. A.D. 1310-1333 W. Farreq (ed.) Lancashire and Cheshire Record
Society Vol.54, 1907 , pp.l27 -128 & I77 .

87. S"" e.g. Place Names of the West Riding of yorkshire, Vol VI,
A.H.Smith (ed.) @PNS 1961) p.135. Cawderl Catvedon 1257.

88. Lord Burghley's map: B.L.MS.Roy.l8.D.III, f.82; Catholic Record
Society Vol.IV (1907).

89. po, Blount see Complete Peerase, G.E.C. Cockayne, (ed.) s.n.
Mountiov and Penelope Rich and Her Circle, by M.S. Rawson, l9ll.

90. A burn at Lentworth still carries the datestone *TC 
1637 for Thomas

Clayton (II).

9l. Ctayton tedigree in Visitation oflancashirebv Sir William Duedale,
1664-5, Chetham Society Vol. L)OOilV (1872), p.83.

92 . fn" 21 vaccaries listed in the fourteenth century are reduced to 14

thus: 2 were incorporated in Quernmore; 4 (for which idenffications were

suggested above) had ceased to be laccaries; and the remaining discre'pancy

is accounted for by the fact that Gilbertorl like Lee, was in two parts in
the fourteenth century but, unlike Lee, had merged by the seventeenth

century.

93. tt 
" 

Whalley Abbey purchase of hair cloth is in "The Whalley Abbey

Bursars' Account for 1520" by O Ashmore in Transactions of the Historv

Society for Lancashire and Cheshire. Vol.l13 (1962), p.68-

94 . fn" Craggfamily lived in the adjacent vaccary of Ortner, u'here is a

datestone inscribed TIMOTIry/CRAGG/ 1 72 I/DAVID.

95 . I t 
".,," 

suggested that it was the pit-wheel which broke because of the

time taken to repair it. The gear wheel with which this is meshed was

likely to have been a "lantern pinion'. This consists of two wooden discs

mounted on the shaft and joined by vertical rods. These would break

relatively easily in the case of, for example, a flash flood, but could be

easily and cheaply replaced, so protecting the other machinery.

96. Sr"k Mills described in Watermills of Cumbria by M. Davies-Shiel,

Clapham 1978.

97 . ln fact, although apparently complete, only haH the water-wheel

suwives. The lower half, buried in the silt which has filled the wheel-pit,
has completely decayed.

98. "Sor,r" Problems of Water Power - A Study of Mill Siting in
Gloucestershire" by J.Tarur, in Transactions of the Bristol and Gloucester

Archaeoloeical Societv., Vol 84, (1965).
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99. A pt"r, in Lancashire Record Office Maps Collection DDHH, box 43,
dated 18 15, and reproduced in figure five, shows the weir. The diversion
channel alluded appears to be already out ofuse, which perhaps explains
the o.S- identification of it as an old ford some thirty years latir. A
diversion channel close to the mill is shown. The building is already of
its present plan.

100. Dolphirrhol*" by P.P.Hall, Transactions of the Fvlde Historicat
Society. Vol.3. (f 969).
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